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1. Territorial and urban auxiliary axes east / west, each with the Roman colonies sug- through the positioning of the µ,.i 

> framing and determination of them width about 4m, define gests that the city was founded access gates, generally, ar-
- of the analytical instru- the boundaries ofblocks 12 dis- beginning with a project real- ranged in morem castrorum ut 
-1 ments tributed in two rows. ized with predetermined and viae amplissimae limitibus diri-
o The town lies on a plateau of The perimeters of the blocks common rules and principles. guntur, i.e in line with the car-
- 5ha, bordered to the north, bave always at least one oblique Tue urban orthogonality implies do and decumanus (Hyg., Con-
r- west and south by steep slopes side, or even mixtilinear, de- that the implementation of this stit., Th p. 144-145= La p. 
z of which that the one on the pendent, to the east, by the project took piace following 180-181) and aligned with the
µ,.i west ends on the left bank of the limits of the foundation tufa, very similar geometrie proce- limits of the colonized ager.
u river Leia. At the east, out ofthe and by the limits ofthe plateau dures, if not exactly the same With reference to the instru-

z city, the terrain keeps flat, and in the other sides. Among the operational practices as ap- ments used, old traditions refer
- right on this side are preserved blocks and the fortification can plied in the Roman limitatio. to practices followed with a
> the remains of the biggest de- be seen some sections of a Everything gets a first confir- plow tied by a rope attached to

- fensive works, of a type for the perimeter road; the smallest mation observing the similari- the mundus center, i.e. a process
µ,.i first time fully documented in identifiable sections of that ty between Civita Musama and of concentric circles whose
V') 
...... Etruria. Most extemal is a ditch, road have a width of about 2.8 one vignette of Liber Diazo- nodal points ( often adopted as
o wide ca 16m to a maximum meters and the road seems to graphus (ps Agennius Urbicus, angular origins of pub li e build-

depth of 6m, lined to the west have been designed to create a Comm. de agrorum qualitate, ings) correspond to the inter-
� by a first defensive wall; the connecting ring for the east- CodexArcerianus, f39r) show- sections oftwo main orientation
-

main wall is reinforced by an west streets. From the north/east ing the typical case of a fortified axes. From the most ancient tra-
� agger width of 12m. Along gate, a further street presents an city, built on a plateau and sur- ditions we can deduce that oth-

z the remaining sides, thanks to oblique trend and directs to- rounded by a river and steep er instruments adopted include

µ,.i 
the presence ofthe steep slopes, wards the centrai axis. slopes. the knotted rope, probably with

l: 
a single wall constitutes the for- A rectangular square consti tute Based on these considerations thirteen knots and twelve in-
tified structure. The urbanized the centrai connection of the the first moves of the study tervals, each of them of a cubit

-

area, which occupies the whole city; the long sides of the square bave started from historical length (1 + 1h pes), useful for w 

§ 
extent of the plateau, was ac- are on average parallel to the sources (Varro Lat., V, 143, 1- the formation of the Pythagore-
cessible through at least two north-south axis and pass 4; Plutarch, Rom., XI, 204), an triangle. Furthermore, it is al-

z 
gates, fully excavated, located through the center of the same from which it is deduced that so known the use and the grad-
north-east and south-east; the square. In generai, the features after the inevitable rite, the uated rod (generally equa! to a 

-

arrangement of the town and described above recali those agrimensores traced a principal cubit), whose size depends 
u the surrounding fortification documented for the contempo- axis, preferably the north-south from the existing reference 
< makes it likely the presence of rary Roman colonies. From one (Front., Limit., 1-2; Hyg., model existing in the hege-
u a third gate, probably opposite this it is possible to roughly es- Constit., 132-135 Th). Later on, monic city. From this, of course, 

to a pedestrian door, traces of timate the number of permanent they delimited urban limits and it follows that the unit of mea-
� 

z 
which are preserved in the inhabitants: the Ostia castrum, then dug a sacral hole (mundus) surement (pes) can vary from 
western wall. within an area of 2.44ha, which in the centrai point established piace to piace and, in this case, 

w The archeological excavations, is a bit less than half that of by the priests. The subsequent therefore, the unit of @easure 

< together with magnetic and Musama, housed about 300 operations aimed to the deter- should be that corresponding to 

z electric prospections realized by settlers. Already, the similarity minati on of the urban borders the land of Tarquinia. 
- Alain Kermoravant, revealed Among the instruments, be-

clearly that the urbanized area sides, we cannot omit the gro-
� presents orthogonal characters, ma; tool for the determination 
µ,.i underlined by bipartition along of the orthogonal system, trans-
V') 

:J the north-south axis. Such di- mitted to the Etruscans by the 
- vision is underlined by a high- Greek world, and subsequent-

O way median, 6.7 in width, ly adopted in Rome. With spe-
whose intersections with five cific reference to Tarquinia, fi-








